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MAY YOUR FASTING AND PRAYERS BE ACCEPTED BY GOD 
I . Vocabulary : 
A. Match the words with the pictures : 
 

 

  1   2    3    4 

 

a)calligraphy  b)percent         c)a vast country d)sign language e)measure 

 

B . Definitions : 
5) despite      a) to stop something from happening 

6) prevent      b)to value somebody or something 

7) reflect      c)traditional or usual things 

8) appreciate      d)without taking any notice of 

       e)to show something 

C. Select the best choice : 
9) Making and selling handicrafts are good ways to ……….. our culture to other nations . 

a) create   b) imagine   c)produce   d)introduce 
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III . Writing : 
A. Complete the sentences: 
24) swimming is  useful ………………………… 

25) To learn a language ………………………. 

B. Find the “gerunds” and “infinitives” and write them in your answer 
sheet:    [  26-27-28-29   ] 
Tourist: I would like to buy a Persian carpet, but it seems too expensive. 

Reza: Instead of buying a carpet you can take an Isfahan Terme. 

Tourist: You are lucky to work in such a lovely shop. 

 Reza: If you are interested in knowing more, you can check this booklet. 

C. Answer these questions: 
30) What have you decided to study ? ( Spanish ) 

31) What is she good at ? (painting ) 

D. Find the “subject” , “verb” , “object” and “adverb” in these 
sentences. 
32) I have a math class on Wednesdays. 

33) We must always respect our neighbors. 

E. Select the best choice: 
34) Which one is a simple sentence? 

a) a beautiful lake in the forest                                      c) studying in the library 

b) the tree will fall down                                                d) the baby with her small hands  

35 )……….. is forbidden in this place . 

a)no fishing   b)fishing    c)are fishing   d)the fishing 

36 ) Remember ……… the lights . 

a)to turn off   b)turns off    c)turned off   d)turning off 

37 ) I told children ………. So much noise because the baby was asleep .  

a)to make   b)making    c)not to make  d)not making 
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Reading : 
 Culture is a system of shared beliefs that are common in a society. Often, we think of the food, 
music , clothing, and holidays that are common in a society as its culture, but these are only some of 
the elements. Other elements include customs, values, behavior, and artifacts. Culture is, therefore, a 
combination of thoughts, feelings, attitudes, and beliefs. 

 With more than 190 countries and 7 billion people on earth, it is not hard to imagine that many 
cultures exist. No matter where you go around the world ,  you will face people, lifestyles and cultures 
that are  different to what you have. People around the world have very different lives and ways of 
living. They have different beliefs and customs. So they usually live and behave according to what  
they believe to be right and wrong. 

38 )What is culture ? 

39 ) The word it’s in paragraph one refers to……….. 

a)culture   b)system of beliefs   c)society  d)shared ideas 

40 ) Which one is not an element of culture ? 

a) cars    b)behaviors     c)clothes  d)attitudes 

41 )People around the world have the same lifestyle .      T          F     

42 ) Food , music , and holidays are the only elements of culture . T F  

Cloze Passage : 
habits-reason-exercise-properly-influenced-quitted-relatives-especially 

 Technology has…..43…….the lives of people in this century . Working with computers and 
mobile phones has changed people’s……44…… and lifestyle .Some people use their laptops 
and….45….. their mobile phones everywhere for no good….46….....Some of them have not visited 
their….47….. for a long time .Some even have not slept well or eaten ….48…. . Some of these 
people have…..49…..good habits like doing daily   …..50…… or attending social events . 

GOOD LUCK-SOROUSH 
 



I . vocabulary 

A . match the words with pictures: (1) 

1) sign language       2)calligraphy                3)measure                    4)a vast country 

B . defini on:(1) 

5)     d                                6)   a                         7) e                                8) b 

C . select the best choice: (2) 

9)     d                                10) b                             11) c                        12) a 

II. Grammar: 

A. Answer the ques ons: (1.5) 

13) I drink a glass of milk each day. 

14)  technology has helped the scientists and researchers 

B . put the words in the correct order (1.5) 

15) many researchers are trying to protect endangered languages 

16) if I learn English well, I will become a translator 

C . write the correct form of the verbs(1) 

17)        become             / will feel 

18)      hasn’t finished                                                   19) wanted 

d. select the best choice: (1) 

20)    a                              21)     b                         22)   c                            23)   a 

III. Writing : 

A . complete the sentences: (1.5) 

24) for everyone 

25) is very important / is useful 

 



B . find the "gerunds" and "infinitive" . (1) 

26) to buy 27) buying 28) to work

C. Answer the questions: (1.5)

30) I have decided to study Spanish.

31) she is good at painting

D. Find the "subject", "verb", "object" and "adverb" (2)

29) knowing

32) I : subject / have: verb / a math class: object / on Wednesdays :adverb

33) we : subject / must respect: verb / our neighbors : object / always :adverb

E. select the best choice: (1)

34) b 35) b

Reading: (4) 

36) 

38) culture is a system of shared beliefs.

39) C 40) a

Cloze passage: (4) 

43) influenced

47) relatives

44) habits

48) properly

41) F

45) especially

49) quitted

a 37) C

42) F

46) reason

SO) exercise 


